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SOME FUNDAMENTAL ASPECTS OF THE OPTICAL POTENTIAL

FOR THE INTERACTION OF FAST NEUTRONS WITH COBALT*1'b

by
A. B. Smith and R. D. Lawson
Argomit* National Laboratory

Argonne, Illinois, USA

ABSTRACT

Differential elastic- and inelastic-scattering cross sections, measured from
a 1.5 to 10.0 MeV. are interpreted in terns of spherical-optical-statistical
(ON) and coupled-channels Models. A successful description of the
differential elastic scattering below 10 NeV and the total cross section to
20.0 MeV is achieved using the spherical OH with energy-dependent strengths
and geometries. These energy dependencies are large below » 7.0 NeV, but
become smaller and similar to those reported for "global" potentials at higher
energies. This change in the energy dependence of tin; parameters probably
marks the onset of the Fermi surface anomaly » 19 NeV above the Fermi energy.
Inelastic scattering to the levels below 1.8 MeV displays a forward peaked
behavior. This non-statistical component is interpreted using the weak

coupling model in which the f proton hole is coupled to the 2* state in

60
Ni. This model provides an explanation of the unusual energy dependence and

relatively small radius found for the imaginary ON potential. The coupling
also contributes to the large value of this potential. The real spherical OM
potential derived from the neutron-scattering results is extrapolated to bound
energies using the dispersion relationship and the method of moments. The
resulting real-potential strength and radius peak at » -10.0 MeV. whereas the
real diffuseness Is at a minimum at this energy. The extrapolated potential
is « SX larger than that implied by reported particle-state energies, and
ft 13\ smaller than indicated by hole-state energies.

a. This work supported by the U. S. Department of Energy, Basic
Energy Science, under Contract W-31-109-Eng-38.

b. A detailed description of this work is given in ref. 1.

I. INTRODUCTION

For many years the interaction of few-MeV neutrons with nuclei of mass
A * 50 to 60 has been somewhat of an enigma. Spherical-optical (0M) and/or
coupled-channels models, deduced from higher-energy neutron and
charged-particle observations, often do not reasonably extrapolate to lower
energies (2,3). Moreover, reasonable descriptions of the neutron total and
scattering cross sections over the first few MeV frequently imply sharp energy
dependencies of the potential that are inconsistent with those based upon
higher-energy observations (4,5). 0M potentials based upon low-energy neutron
phenomena tend to be characterized by a small real-potential depth and large
real radius, relative to those appropriate for higher-energy, and often the



real radius exceeds that of the imaginary interaction by sijini f ic;tnl amounts
(6,7).

Some Or the above shortcomings have been attributed lo fluctuations. In
the few-MeV region compound-elastic scattering is generally large (8) and its
reliable calculation requires knowledge of excited states: discrete states at
low energies and then statistical level properties at higher energies. The
discrete-level properties are not always well known. The statistical
properties are particularly uncertain at low energies, and they way fluctuate
about the average by considerable amounts. Fluctuations no less trouble
experimental observations. Measured energy-averaged low-energy neutron total
cross sections are often distorted toward too low values due to self-shielding
effects (9). Fluctuations are also an obstacle in the measurement of neutron
energy-averaged partial cross sections. The latter must be made in energy
detail and then averaged over energy intervals large compared to those of the
fluctuations. The energy interval required to obtaiu a reasonable average
very often includes the opening of several prominent exit channels that
qualitatively change the character of the interpretation within the averaging
interval.

Nuclei in the A * 50 to 60 region display some collective properties.
The energies, spins and parities of the first few levels are often
characteristic of those predicted for vibrationa! nuclei. though the
quadrupole moments are not zero and there are, in some cases, additional
levels that are not consistent with such a concept. Failure to properly
consider collective effects may be the source of some of the discrepancies
between observation and calculation, noted above. It is known from low-energy
neutron scattering studies that the imcginary-potential strength is mass
dependent (10). and low-energy (p.n) studies suggest that the imaginary
strengths are particularly large in the A a 60 region (11).

In recent publications, Mattaux and Sartor (12,13,14) have used the
dispersion relationship (15), relating the real anr' imaginary 0M potentials,
together with the momentr of these Interactions, to predict the energy
dependence of the real potential in the bound-state regime. Applied to the
A s 89 and 208 regions, these concepts indicate a maximum of the
real-potential strength at bound energies and also a strong energy dependence
of the geometric parameters at low-positive and bound energies. In the
neighborhood of the Fermi energy the resulting potential is considerably
different from that obtained by extrapolating conventional "global" potentials
(16). or from the general energy dependence resulting from a Hartree-Fock
calculation. This behavior is known as the Fermi Surface Anomaly (17). This
is consistent with the dichotomy between the energy dependencies of potentials
based upon low- and high-energy neutron data (3.4,18.19). In addition, the
energy dependence of the potential brings about qualitative agreement with the
potential strengths implied by the observed energies of particle- and
hole-states.

The present study was undertaken to cast light on the above issues.
Cobalt is an odd-A nucleus with a reasonably-high level density at low
energies, thus mitigating some of the problems due to fluctuations. The
properties of some of the low-lying1 levels are well known making possible
quantitative compound-nucleus calculations. There is experimental information
dealing with bound particle- and hole-states allowing a test of the
extrapolation of the real 0M potential to negative energies. The magnitude of



the Fermi energy is large (E ~ -12.3 MeV) . therefore providing ;i quilt-

different situation from that encountered iis the previous studies of potential
anomalies in the A » 208 region (E « -6 M«'V). The region of most interest in

the context of the above issues is be Ion, 10.0 MeV. and uniquely accessible to
the neutron probe. This study makes extensive use of comprehensive new
experimental results reported elsewhere (1).

II . MODEL DERIVATION*

The interpretation was primarily based on the conventional spherical 0M
(20). explicitly fitting the model parameters to the differential
elastic-scattering cross sections. It was assumed that the 0M potential
consisted of a real Woods-Saxon form, a Woods-Saxon-derivative imaginary part,
and a real Thomas spin-orbit term. A possible contribution due to volume
absorption was investigated at the higher energies of tin; present study with
no identifiable contribution. A H of the spherical calculations were carried
out with the Most recent formulation of trie computer code ABAREX (21).

2
The ON fitting employed \ minimization procedures, minimi/in;1. the

quantity.
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where o (*,) is the measured value at angle 6., So . (9.) its uncertainty,

a t(6.) the corresponding calculated value, and N is the number of data
cai l

points contained in a given distribution. Up to an energy of « 8.0 MeV
compound-nucleus processes make a significant contribution to the elastic
scattering. They were calculated using the Hauser-Feshbach formula (22), with
the fluctuation and correlation corrections prescribed by Moldauer (23). The
compound-nucleus calculations included discrete levels up to an excitation
energy of 2.6 MeV, using the energies, spins, and parities cited in ref. 24.
A statistical-level formulation given by

p(E.J) - l±i-—LL exp((E - E )/T) exp(-(J - 1/2).'2CJ ). (2)
2o T

where J is the angular momentum of the continuum target level and E , T and a

are parameters, was used to describe higher-energy excitations. Initially the
parameters E , T, and a were taken from the work of Gilbert and Cameron 125).

However, with their values the inelastic cross sections corresponding to
excitations of £ 1.8 MeV. shown in fig. 1, were underestimated by « 15"o in Lhe
3.0 to 4.0 MeV incident-energy range, and concurrently the minima of the
differential elastic-scattering distributions were systematically smaller than
observed. A better agreement between observation and calculation was obtained
by increasing T by 40 keV. resulting in the statistical parameters for the
subsequent calculations of E = -0.4 MeV, T = 1.10 MeV. and a = 3.0. Above

w 8.4 MeV there was no evidence for a compound-nucleus contribution, so the



calculations considered only shape-elastic scattering. Fluctuations are
evident in tin- neutron total and differential-eiast i<- scat tei ini/, cross
sections to more than 4.0 MeV (1), even with the relative.! y broad
incident-energy avei-ages. Therefore, primary emphasis was yiven to the energy
range 4. f> to 10.0 MeV. The lower-energy data were concurrently fitted in
three energy intervals having widths of « 1.0 MeV. Even so, the parameters
resulting fro* the iower-energy fitting fluctuated by considerable amounts and
thus were not used in determining the general behavior of the parameters.
Sear zero energy the € = 0 strength function is known from resonance
measurements (26). This value provides a low-energy reference point in the
fitting. The energy-averaged neutron total cross section is reasonably known
to at least 20.0 MeV (1,27). Considerations of the total cross section
further guided the fitting beyond the primary 4.5 to 10.0 MeV range.

The present elastic-scattering data were most sensitive to the spin-orbit
potential at the higher energies. Therefore, the 9.0 to 10.0 MeV data were
used to determine the spin-orbit potential. The resulting spin-orbit
parameters, determined as described in ref. 1, were: V. (strength) = 5.5 MeV,

r (radius) = 1.005 fm, and a, (diffuseness) * 0.65 fni. These values were
SO r*O

not used to calculate polarization data since no suitable experimental
information was found (28). However, the parameters of eq. (4) are reasonably
consistent with those cited in global OM's (16,29).

With the above spin-orbit potential, tiie fitting started by varying the
six parameters, real and imaginary strengths, radii and diffusenusses. The
results indicated a relatively constant real diffuseness, a,, and it was fixed

to the average value. The fitting procedure was then repeated varying the
remaining five parameters. Of these, the imaginary diffuseness. a , was the

most stable and was fixed for the subsequent four parameter fitting. It was
evident that a was energy dependent, increasing from rather small values at

low energies to a 7.0 MeV, and then remaining approximately constant at higher
energies. The four-parameter fits resulted in reasonable definition of the
real radius, r . As for a , there appeared to be a change in the energy

dependence at s 7.0 MeV, with a large negative slope below that energy and a
small slope at higher energies. The three remaining parameters were then
fitted with results'indicating that the imaginary radius, r .. was « 0.96 r..

The resulting geometric parameters are summarized by,

rv = 1.39 - 0.0168 E (E < 7.5 MeV) Cm

= 1.288 - 0.0032 E (E > 7.5 MeV) fm.
a = 0.6355 fm, (3)

r = 0.96 r fm.
w v

= 0.19 + 0.0386 E (E < 7.5 MeV) fm

= 0.480 (E > 7.5 MeV) fm.

where E is the energy in MeV.

With the above potential geoirietry, two parameter fits were made, varying
real, V , and imaginary, K , well

volume-integrals-per-nucleon given by

the real, V , and imaginary, K , well depths. The results were expressed as
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They are shown, together with the associated \ /point resulting from the
individual fits, in fig. 2. Both J and J are nonlinear functions of energy,

showing different slopes below and above « 7.0 MeV. Combining these results
with the requirement that the s-wave strength function. S . be well

represented and the neutron total cross section be predicted to at least 20.0
NeV. one concludes thet J and J can be reasonably described by two linear

segments given by

Jy « 550.0 - 12.5 E MeV-fm3 (E £ 7.5)

- 474.0 - 2.4 E MeV-fm3 (E £ 7.5)
and (5)

Jw - 135.0 - 6.4 E MeV-fm3 (E S 7.5)

- 104.0 - 2.3 E MeV-fm3 (E i 7.5).

The higher-energy behavior is similar to that frequently reported in "global"
analyses (16). The uncertainty estimates of fig. 2 are reasonably born out by
the reproducibiiity of results obtained at different times.

-4Eqs. (3), (4), and (5) result in S • 3.97 x 10 compared to the value

(3.9 ± 0.5) x 10 deduced from resonance data (26). The same equations give
a good description of the neutron total cross sections from several-hundred
keV to 20 NeV, as illustrated in fig. 3, where energy averages of the entire
experimental data base (28) are compared with the calculated results. In
particular, the calculations reasonably represent the observed
total-cross-section minimum in the 1.0 to 3.0 MeV region, a result which is
not obtained when the conventional "global" models primarily based upon
high-energy observations are used (3). This is a reflection of the energy
dependence of the potential used In the present calculations. A very good
description of the observed neutron differential elastic-scattering cross
sections was obtained from less than 1.0 to 10 MeV, as illustrated in fig. 4.

Using eqs. (3), (4) and (5), the Hauser-Feshbach-Moldauer model (22.23)
leads to the calculated inelastic excitation functions indicated by the curves
of fig. 5. Up to « 4.0 MeV the calculations are in reasonable agreement with
the measured values. However, there is a systematic tendency for the cross
sections to the levels below a 1.8 MeV to be under predicted, and increasingly
so with energy.

As the energy increases it becomes clear that the simple compound-nucleus
concept is deficient. In particular, neutrons resulting from the complex of



levels below i.8 MeV are no longer emitted symmetrically about 90 (see
fig. 6), but rather the distributions are strongly peaked toward forward
angles. The statistical calculations predict very small cross sections for
the excitation of this complex of levels above a 5.0 MeV incident energy, and
the calculated results are an order of magnitude smaller than the observations
at 8.0 to 10.0 MeV (see fig. 1). This behavior suggests a significant
direct-reaction contribution, which can be estimated as follows: Below 2.0

59 2
MeV "Co has seven negative parity states, with spins 1/2. (3 2) . 5/2, 7/2.
9'2 and 11/2. The weak-coupling model, in which an f_ o proton hole is

coupled to the first excited 2* state in ' Ni. accounts for five of these
levels. The remaining two are attributed to the excitation of an f_ proton

to either the p .„ or p. ._ single-particle state (24). Since the yrast 2

state in Ni is collective. one would expect the majority of the
59

direct-reaction strength in the low-lying Co levels to come from the

excitation of this state. To estimate this cross section it was assumed that

Ni is a vibrational nucleus, and a coupled-channels calculation (30) was

carried out in which the one-phonon state (2 , 1.333 MeV7) and the two-phonon

states (2 , 0 and 4 ) were considered (31). Except for the radius of the
imaginary interaction, which was assumed to be 6% larger than given in eq.
(3), the strength uud geometry of the deformed potentials were taken to be
those of eqs. (3) and (5). The reason for the change in r will be discussed

later. The spin-orbit interaction was taken to be spherical, whereas the
quadrupole deformation of both the real and imaginary interactions was assumed
to be described by £. « 0.25. The direct-reaction cross section to the 1.333

MeV state, which would be divided among the weak-coupling 3/2 , 5/2 , 7/2 .
59

9/2 and 11/2 levels of Co, was calculated on the basis of this model.
This was then added to the statistical contribution, derived assuming that
59
Co is a spherical nucleus, to obtain an estimate of the total

inelastic-scattering cross section. The predicted angular distributions of
scattered neutrons due to the excitation of the complex of levels below 1.8
MeV. derived in the above manner, agreed fairly well with the experimental
values, as illustrated in fig. 6. Furthermore, the predicted total
inelastic-scattering cross section for the same complex of levels agrees well
with measured values, as shown in fig. i.

III. DISCUSSION

The model geometries, eq. (3), resulting from the foregoing
interpretation are not conventional. The real radius decreases sharply with
increasing energy in the low-MeV region. Its magnitude at these energies is
relatively large, similar to that often associated with potentials based upon
low-energy phenomena such as the strength function (6;. A: higher energies
the real radius approaches that commonly encountered in "global" models (16).
and the E-dependence becomes small. The transition between a large and small
energy dependence occurs at « 7.0 MeV. The real-potential diffuseness is
constant with energy and has a value similar to that reported in "global"



models In this mass region it is frequentJy found that the imaginary radius
is smaller than the real radius (2,32). Below 30.0 MeV the present analysis
is consistent with this observation as r is ~ 4°.. smaller limn r over the

K \
entire energy range of the present srat terinj1, measurement:;. At very low
energies, the absorptive potential approaches the O-funr.t.ion furm. a rises
rapidly with increasing energy, and at « 7.0 HeV reaches a value similar to
that reported from "global" analyses. Above a 7.0 MeV. a can be taken

independent of enei-gy. Generally, it was found that the 0M potential
geometries for cobalt are only weakly dependent on energy above » 7.0 MeV
(i.e.. » 19.0 HeV above E , the Fermi energy), while for lower energies the

energy variation of r . r and a is quite rapid. A similar result was found

in bismuth 119). where the transition between rapid and weak energy variation
occurred in the 8.0 - 10.0 MeV region (i.e.. » 16.0 MeV above E_).

8^ 209
For the closed-neutron-shell nuclei *Y and Bi , the

vulume-integral-pei—nucleon of the imaginary potential has the value 66.47 and
33.8" MeV'fm , respectively, at E - 0 (18.19). This is to be contrasted witli
the large value given in eq. (5). Thus, as has been noted before (33). the
value of J , increases markedly as one moves away from closed shells. An

of)
additional factor contributing to the large J value for ' Co is probably due

ft

to collective effects, as discussed below. The energy dependence of J ,, given

in eq. (5). is surprising. As the incident-neutron bombarding energy
increases, more channels open up and one would expect J to increase with

increasing E at relatively low energies (34.33). Just the opposite energy
trend results from the present interpretation, and lias been reported elsewhere
for this mass region: for example, by Wilmcre and Hodgson (36). This energy
dependence of J , may be attributed to the possible vibrational character of

nuclei in this mass region as follows.

It is well known that the nickel isotopes can be described by the
spherical shell model (37), provided one introduces a rathe:- large effective
neutron charge to explain the observed B(E2) values. Alternatively, one can
interpret the spectra of these nuclei using the auharmonic vibrational model
(38). Consequently, the properties of the spherical 0M were examined to
assess the effects of its use in describing neutron scattering from a
vibrational nucleus. For this purpose, pseudo data for neutron shape-elastic

scattering were generated for \*i using a vibrational model in which the o"

ground state, the 2 one-phonon level at 1.333 MeV, and the two-phonon triplet.
(31), were coupled. A potential consisting of Woods-Saxon real, derivative
Woods-Saxon imaginary and Thomas spin-orbit was assumed. Pseudo data were
then generated using the coupled-channels computer code ANLECIS (30). with the
potential parameters
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and fi2 ' 0.25. These elastic-scattering pseudo data were calculated at twelve

incident energies between 4.5 and 10.0 HeV. The resulting cross sections were
truncated to the experiitentally accessible angular range. A constant error
was assigned to these pseudo data, and the calculated total cross sections
added, with a weight of six differential cross-section values, to form a
pseudo-experimental data base for ficting with the spherical 0M code (21) in a
manner anologous to that employed in the above experimental interpretation.
The following results were obtained (39): Although the diffusenesses had a
slight energy dependence, their values were quite similar to those of eg. (6).
Furthermore, the resulting real-potential radius was only 1.25% smaller than
that originally assumed, and the real potential strength was only 3.1% smaller
at 4.5 MeV and 4.6% smaller at 10.0 HeV. On the other hand, the
imaginary-potential radius resulting from the fitting was significantly
smaller, by 6.3%, than the original value of eq. (fi). Moreover, the character
of the imaginary strength changed completely. From eq. (6) it follows that
the strength increases with increasing energy as

Jw - (79.94 • 1.65 E) MeV-f*3, (7-a)

whereas a best fit to the pseudo data gives a J that decreases with energy as

J * (121.08 - 1.41 E) MeV-fm3. " (7-b)
w

Moreover, the zero-energy magnitude of J , obtained from the fit, is « 50?o

larger than the original value. Somewhat similar results have been reported
by Perey in his studies of chargetl-particle scattering (40). Thus, when a
spherical model is used, in this mass region, to interpret pseudo data from u
vibrational nucleus there are major changes in the imaginary potentiaj. In
particular: the imaginary radius is significantly smaller, and the imaginary
strength at E = 0 obtained from fitting the pseudo data is x 50^ stronger.
Furthermore, the strength decreases with increasing energy.

Using only the 4.5 to 10.0 MeV data, a satisfactory fii. to the values
needed to describe the experiment is given by



Jv = (505.93 - 5.98 E) MeV«fm3. (0)

When cq. (8) for J. is used, in conjunction with the t'eomrtric parameters of

eq. (3), the predicted neutron total cross section in the 1.0 to 2.0 MeV
region and S are not in very good agreement with those derived from

experiments. Moreover, the rapid decrease in J, with energy leads to

unsatisfactory values of the predicted total cross section at energies
> ft 12.0 MeV. In order to remedy botli of thesi; deficiencies. the
purunetrization of J, given by eq. (5) was chosen. Thus, when data outside

the 4.5 to 10.0 MeV range are included in the considerations, one is led to
the conclusion that J exhibits a rapid decrease with increasing energy below

a 7.0 MeV. Above that energy the slope is smaller and is quite close to

•global" values of Jv-dE = -2.712 fa
3 (16) and dJ ,/dE - -2.776 fm3 (29). A

similar result— a large negative slope at low energies changing to a sm<illet-
value at *s 10.0 MeV— has recently been found in an analysis of neutron

209
scattering from Bi (19).

In a series of recent papers. Mahaux and Sartor {"i2-iA) have outlined a
procedure for extrapolating the OM potential to the bound-state regime. There
is a well known dispersion relationship linking the real and imaginary
potentials (15)

V(r.E) - V.Jr.E) - £ f Wlr>E>? dE\ (9-a)
nt H J_B t - t

where P is the principal-value integral and V.,{r.E) is the Hartree-Fock

component of the potential. This sane dispersion relationship holds for the

radial Moments of the potential, that is

•• <r(E')q>
< r < E ) \ « < r ( E ) \ f - I j fe . fel * dE\ (9-b)

—00

where, for example.

<r(E)q>w = Jl { W(r.E) r
q dr. (10)

o

Mahaux and Sartor argue that the energy dependence of the radial moments of

<r(E)q> can be parametrized by the form

<P(E)«> - - S
C (E - E _ } 2

S J J L<E -) E f )
2



where C and D are constants to be fitted to the various moment is of the
q q

imaginary potential. In addition, one expects \" (r.E) to be a smooth

function of energy. Hence it is reasonable to approximate its moments with

<HE)q>hf ' V "q E- U 2 )

Khen eqs. (11) and (12) are used, an analytic expression can i>e obtained for
the various moments of the total real potential.

C D (E - E )
<r(E)q> - A * B E - — 2 — ^ « L-. (13)

q q
 I E E)d n 2

For a given nucleus, values of <r{E)**> can be deduced from a knowledge

of the shape and strength of the imaginary potential. Tiie values of C and

D , eq. (11), are then adjusted so as to reproduce these results. Finally, A

and B of eq. (13) are determined from a best fit to <r(E)cl> for E > 0. Eq.

(13) is assumed to hold true for all values of E including E < 0. If one
takes V(r.E) to be a Woods-Saxon potential with a strength V . radius r and

diffuseness a , eq. (13) with q = 0.8, 2 and 4 can be used to determine these

three parameters for E < 0. In this way Mahaux and Sartor found values of V ,

r and at which satisfactorily reproduce the bound-slate data for Y and

208
Pb. Moreover, in the energy domain £- £ E it 0, r r decreased with

increasing binding energy.

The same analysis, outlined above, was used to determine the bound-state

Co potential using the values of <r(E) > and <r(E) > found in the

preceding section. •Since for incident neutron energies between 0 and 10.0
MeV, J , given by eq. (5), decreases in value, the simpie expression, eq.

(21), cannot be used to parametrize the moments of the imaginary potential.
We have therefore replaced eq. (11) Kith

. -fl (E-E.)2 C (E-Er)
2

<r(E)q> - « <E-Ef)
2 e q f - q „ f , , (14)

where a and p are adjustable parameters and the expression is symmetric

about the Fermi energy, E. = -12.25 MeV. For q = 2, <r(E)tj-> = J , and the
I I* V*

parameters of eq. (14) for q = 2 were adjusted to yive ;i best fit to the
sixteen values determined in the expe •iments of ref. 1. and the r - 0 value of
eq. (5), plus the values of J determined from the Walter and Guss potential

(29) evaluated at energies ranging from E = 15.0 to 37.5 MiA'. For q *• 2 the



imaginary-potential geometry given by eg. (3). together with the
experimentally derived strengths, K . were used lu evaluate the moments for

E < 10.0 MeV. These Muaents wex-e coitbiiied witii those evaluated from tin:
Walter-Guss potential, again calculated from E = 15.0 tu 37.5 MuV. The
parameters of eq. (1-1) were then adjusted to give a best fit when (] - 0.8 and
4. Curves resulting from this fit are shown in fiy. 7, where they are

compared with the experimentally-derived values of <r(E)<1> ,.

When eq. (14) is used to parametrize the moments of the imaginary
potential, the mowents of the real potential are given by

<r(E)% - Aq.Bq E •
 C*yiE*l * Fq<aq,VE-Ef)>, (15)

f

where F (o ,p , (E-E.)) comes fro* the principal-value contribution of the

exponential term of eq. (14). The parameters A and B of eq. (15) were then

adjusted to give the best fit to the sixteen values, for each q. of <r(E) >.

2
determined from the experimental results of ref. 1. For cj - 2, <r(E) > = J ,

and the fifteen values shown in fig. 1, together with E = 0 value given by eq.

(5). were uned. For q *• 0.8 and 4 the values of <r(E) > r tu be fitted were

calculated using the real-potential geometry of eq. (3).

Eq. (15) was assumed to hold for E < 0. and the form of the bound-state
Woods-Saxon potential was determined from a knowledge of its q = 0.8, 2 and 4
moments. In fig. 8 the behavior of a ,. r. and J, is shown over the energy

range -16.0 £ E S 10.0 MeV. For E > 0. a. and r, reproduce quite well the

values to which they were fitted. For E < 0. r. increases with binding

energy, reaching a maximum in the energy range under consideration, at
approximately -10.0 MeV. This behavior is to be conti-asteo with that found

208for the doubjy-cJosed-shell nucleus Pb. and tiie closed neutron-shell
89

nuclide Y, where r, decreases with increasing binding energy in the range

E r < E £ 0 MeV (12.13,14). Of the three moments of the imaginary uotentiaj ,

<rlE) >, is the least well described by eq. (14). exhibilinji an rms deviation

which is 5.6\ of its asymptotic value (in contrast to 3.9VO and 4.1% for
q * 0.8 and q = 2, respectively). As was done by Mahaux am! Sartor (14) in

89
their study of V, the values of V and r obtained from a fit. u; oniv the

o \

a - 0.8 and q = 2 moments with a, held fixed at 0.6355 fm were examined.

Apain r, increases with increasing binding energy, reaching a"maximum of : . 5 S H
fm at -10.0 MeV, which is to be compared with the value 1.648 im a! -10.0 MeV
shown in fig. 8. This increase in r with increasing binding energy almost



certainly arises because J for 59Co. at }OK energies, ims ;in entirely

gq 208
different behavior than that obtained for either "V or Pb.

Also shown in fig. 8 is the curve representing J,. This has the same

89 208
general fora as found by Mahaux and Sartor for Y and Pb. In addition to
the experimental values of J at positive energies, the values needed to

reproduce the observed particle- and hole-slate binding energies are shown in
this figure. These experimental binding energies were determined from the

mass tables (41) and the nuclear data sheets (42) for v<Ni, and have
incorporated into them ..tie appropriate (N - Z)/A correction, and tiie change in

A in going from 'Xi to Co. In deducing these Jr's, r, and a were held

fixed at the values predicted by eq. (15). for the observed binding energy.
and V was adjusted until agreement with the observed energy was obtained.

The f. 2 hole state requires a value of J, approximately 13.5* greater than

given by eq. (15), whereas, on the average, the particle states need a J

value that is about 8.1% smaller. These discrepancies are probably due to the
59

fact that Co is a vibrational nucleus which has been treated in tlte above
using a spherical 0M.

IV SUMMARY

Differential elastic- and inelastic-scattering cross sections of * Co
(1). together with the I ••• 0 strengt function reported from resonance
measurements (26) and the total cross sections given in ref. 27, provided the
data base for spherical OM interpretations. The resulting OM potential and
accompanying statistical-model calculations, provided a good description of:
the t * 0 strength function, the neutron total cross section to 20 MeV,
differential elastic-scattering cross sections to 10.0 MeV, and the
inelastic-scattering cross sections to a few MeV. For incident-neutron
energies above 3.0 HeY, both the magnitude and angular distribution of the
observed inelastic scattering to the states between a 1.0 and 1.8 MeV
excitation suggest a substantive direct-reaction component.. and for
E > 5.0 MeV this is the dominant excitation mechanism for these states. A
quantitative description of this direct-reaction process is provided:by the

5Q
weak-coupling model in which the f„, proton hole in "Co is coupled to the

yrast 2* state in Ki. Assuming that Xi is a vibrational nucleus with P~ -

0.25, calculations coupling the 0 (ground state), the 2 (one-phonon), and
T f f

the 2 , 0 , 4 (two-plionon) states resulted in direcl-exciLation cross
sections and angular ditributions that, when combined with the statistical
contribution, describe quite well the observed excitation of levels with
E < 1.8 MeV.
x

The spherical 0>i parametei
strongly energy dependent in bot

s obtained in the present interpretation are
h strength and geometry. In particular: (i)



the real radius is large at low energies and rapidly decreases with increasing
energy to « 7.0 MeV ami tlieu decreases much wore siowiy with energy in a
manner consistent with "global" models (16). (ii) the real diffuseness is
energy independent, (iii) tlie energy dependence of (lie imaginary radius
follows thai of the real radius but the magnitude is ~ 4% smaller throughout,
(iv) the imaginary diffuseness approaches the 6-functioii value, at. zero
energy, rapidly increasing with energy to = 7.0 MeV. and then becomes
approximately constant, (v) the real potential strength decreases rapidly with
increasing energy to « 7.0 MeV. and then wore slowly at higher energies in the
manner reported for "global" mode]s(16). and (vj) the imaginary strength is
large and decreases with increasing energy.

Characteristics (i). (ii). (iv) and (v) are qualitatively similar to
209

those recent]y reported in Bi (19). The break in the energy dependence of
59

the present Co potential occurs approximately 19.0 MeV above the Fermi
209

energy, whereas the similar break in the Bi potential is approximately 16.0
MeV above the Fermi energy. The energy difference between the two break
points nay not be significant since the transition is relatively slow and thus
the break point not well defined. This energy dependence of both geometry and
strength of the OM wakes possible a good description of the ohscrvables over a
wide energy range, including agreement with the data at lower energies. It is
tempting to associate this change in energy dependence with the onset of the
Fermi surface anomaly (17). Property (vi) may be in part due to the use of
tiie spherical 0M to interpret neutron scattering from a vibrationul nucleus.

The 0M derived from the neutron-scattering results was extrapolated to
the bound-state regime using the dispersion relation (15) and the method of
moments recently outlined by Nahaux and Sartor (12.13,14). The
imaginary-potential moments, defined by eq. (10), were parameterized by an
expression symmetrical about the Fermi energy, eg. (14). with parameters
derived by fitting the results of the present, interpretation of neutron

59
scattering from Co. extended to approximately 40.0 MeV using the potential

of ref. 29. The additional constants, A and B of eq. (15), needed to

parameterize the real moments were determined by fitting to the values found

in the present analysis of the 0 to 10.0 MeV "Co data. Extrapolated to bound
energies, this parameterization indicates a minimum in the real diffuseness
and a maximum in the real radius at approximately -10.0 MeV. The behavior of

r . which increases with increasing binding energy, is the opposite of thai.

found in Y and Pb where r . becomes smaller as one approaches the Fermi

energy (12.13,14). This difference reflects the energy dependence of the
imaginary potential at low energies which is quite different from thai

89 208
reported for Y and Pb. On the other hand. J peaks ai R -10.0 MeV. in

o (j i n o

the same general manner as fotind by Mahaux and Sartor f oi l'~ V ami ^ Pb
59

(12.13.14). The average 3 implied by the Co bound particle states is

approximately 8i smaller than tjhat obtained from the moments analysis, and
that for the hole state is approximately 13̂ . largei . Fnr both particie- and
hoie-states the required strengths are much larger than would be given by



linear extrapolation of the Jf values implied by tin- highei -energy (i.e..

> 7.5 MeV) Cobalt neutron-scattering data, or by fjobai mudels( 1(>, 29) .
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1. Angle-integrated cross suctions for the excitation of levels in the
range E = 1.0 to 1.8 MeV. Symbols denote experimental results as defined in

ref. 1. Results of statistical-model calculations ai'c indicated by the light
curve and those including the vibrationa] contribution, by the heavy curve.

Fig. 2. Sections (A) and (B) show, respectively, the re»l and imaginary

potential strengths, J and J , in MeV fw , as a function of energy. E in
v wi II

MeV. Symbols indicated the results of fitting the experimental data and

curves eq. (5) of the text. Section (C) gives \ /point as defined by eq. (1).

Fig. 3. Comparison of calculated (heavy curve) total cross sections and broad
energy-averages of available experimental data (symbols).

Fig. 4. Differential elastic-scattering cross sections of Cobalt. "o"
indicate the experimental results of ref.l, curves the results of the ON
calculations described in the text.

Fig. 5. Angle-integrated inelastic neutron-excitation cross sections of
Cobalt. Experimental results are indicated by data symbols us defined in ref.
1. Curves indicate the results of statistical-model calculations as described
in the text. Excitation energies are given in keV (24) in each section of the
figure.

Fig. 6. Differential cross sections for the excitation of the composite of
levels in the range E = 1.0 to 1.8 MeV. "o" indicate experimental values

from ref. 1, and curves the results of calculations as described in the text.



F i g . 7 . M o m e n t s o f t h e i n u t g i n a r y OM p o t e n t i a l . < i ( E ) ( 1 > ( e q . ( 1 0 ) o f t h e
K

text), for q = 0.8, 2 and -3. For E < 10.0 MeV "o" indicate values deduced
from experiments of ref. 1. la the range 15.0 < E < 37.3 MeV the "<>" value::
were deduced from the potential of ref. 29. For q = 2. J and the uncertainty

w
estimates for E < 10.0 MeV were taken from the experiments illustrated in fig.
2. Solid curves are "best fit" parameterization* of the moments obtained
using eq. (14 ).

Fit:. 8. Solid curves show a . r . and J . as a function of energy, deduced
V V V

from the Koods-Suxon potential when t*q. (15) is used to determine the moments
of the real potential. The dashed lines correspond to the experimentally
derived values of a and r for E "> 0. The J values at positive energies

v v v

correspond to those of fig. 2. For E < 0 the data symbols indicate the .)

values implied by the binding energies of paticle- and hole-states when r. and

a have the values predicted by eq. (15> at the respective energies.
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